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In nature, animals undergo metamorphosis to 
transform themselves into another form. While vital 
organs remain the same throughout, the exterior 
bodies morph into very different forms. 

The city of Macau has its own set of challenges 
with an abundance of resources and potential. The 
casino industry has made Macau one of the richest 
city in the world. The resources enabled a variety of  
opportunities yet a growing reliance on one single 
industry.

This begs the question whether the City of Casinos 
could morph into something else with their unique 
city setting.

metamorphosis:
transformation of  the City
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Fun Palace

“The Fun Palace (proposed by British architect 
Cedric Price) was not a building in any conventional 
sense, but was instead a socially interactive 
machine, highly adaptable to the shifting cultural 
and social conditions of its time and place.”

Cedric Price, Fun Palace, conceptual illustration and sketches 

and notes, c. 1964. Cedric Price Archives, Canadian Centre for 

Architecture, Montreal.

...



More than 80% of  Macau 
Government ’s revenue is 
from casino taxes alone. 

(2018 – f irst  quarter 2019)
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ECONOMY, TOURISM 
& GAMING CULTURE

Macau is set to become the richest city by 2020, 
and overtaking resource-rich Qatar with the highest 
GDP Per-Capita. The citiy’s great economic 
performances largely benefited from gambling 
tourism and gaming revenues. However, Macau’s 
dominance of being a casino hub has been facing 
strong competitions in recent years. As competitors 
seek to replicate Macau’s success in South East 
Asian cities like Singapore.

The Macau Morphosis explores proposals to 
diversify the economy with non-gaming related 
entertainment. As the government rightly outlined 
Macau’s undervalued cultural significance can be 
a tireless engine for new growth, as it embraces 
unique mix of a Portuguese colonial heritage and 
a thriving local culture. Such interwoven culture 
positions Macau to attract a wider spectrum of 
visitors in the globe.

...
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Two-thirds of  Macau 
today was built  on top of  

land obtained through 
reclamation.
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Macau Peninsula is separated from the three tiny 
islands - Taipa, Cotai and Coalane located south 
of the harbour. While, historically the local residents 
live on Macau peninsula and gambling tourists 
would go to the three islands as most of the 
casinos are built on the Cotai Strip.

The Macanese’ desires for non-casino 
entertainment were often forgotten. Most of the 
existing land were given to new casino investments, 
to sustain the booming casino tourism.

The city has transformed drastically in recent 
decades through aggressive land reclamation. 
More than 2/3 of the land in the city of Macau 
today were obtained by land reclamation. 

GEOGRAPHY:
3 CITY ISLANDS

...



City development favours 
Casinos complexes rather 

than social  spaces. 
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The thriving casino industry had enabled a dramatic 
land transformation. The three originally separate 
islands are increasingly merging into a single 
reclaimed land mass. However, this time is different 
rather than copying and pasting more landmark 
casinos, the Macau government had promised the 
newly reclaimed land will prioritise residential uses 
and social spaces

... GEOGRAPHY:
CITY OF CASINOS
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So far, there has been a lack of detailed plans for the 
new urban zones. So you have the freedom to choose 
a site to begin a critical dialogue, but you must pick a 
site from Zone A, B and C. 

This competition challenges architects, landscape 
architects, urban designers and thinkers to envision — 
a Waterfront Fun Palace: Macau — to recover the lost 
connection between the city and its people. And we 
would love to hear from you: 

Is Macau a tourist paradise? 

Can Macau continue to be a liveable city? 

How can the city of Macau attract the local residents 
to stay?

[ ]
site dwg available for download at

www.moooarch.com

COMPETITION SITE...
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Brief Launch

Early Bird Register

Standard

Last Minute

Registration Deadline

Submission Deadline

Public Vote

Announcement of Winners

11th June 2019

11th June - 4th Aug 2019

4th Aug - 4th Sept 2019

4th Sept - 24th Sept 2019

24th Sept 2019

25th Sept 2019

Oct 2019

Nov 2019

early bird

standard

last minute

students architectural

designers

registered

architects /

practices

€50 €80 €95

€65 €95 €110

€80 €110 €125
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context design detail

context design detail

context design detail

for more submission guidelines

please visit https://moooarch.com/submission-requirement

• There is no need to resolve the entire design
• The three drawings should be seen as three Snapshots 

with consistent drawing style
• There is complete freedom in the layout of drawings but 

they should cover at least 2 different scales

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS...

Please provide three 300mm x 300mm JPEG submission 
drawings. They should describe site context, site strategies, 
building design, details and spatial qualities. 
Entrants have complete freedom in drawing style and layout; 
a text file (could be WORD / PDF / TXT files) with concise and 
spell-checked descriptions of your design concepts. 
Please keep the text to maximum of 250 words, your design ideas 
should be effectively presented through drawings.



For more information:

please visit https://moooarch.com/evaluation-period
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AWARDS AND PUBLICATIONS...
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